
Color: Ultravoilet light

Location: Above the 7th chakra

Influences: Infinite energy, karma, supreme divine wisdom, spiritual compassion,

enlightenment, ascension, soul purpose, 5 dimensional worlds.

 

The 8th Chakra is the energy center that opens entry to parallel universes and lives. It is

where information can be acquired from the akashic records, your soul contract,

unresolved karma, and archetypal patterns reside. It is the doorway between your soul

and your earth-bound personality.

 

This is the access point for communication with spirit guides, the center of spiritual

compassion and selflessness.

 

The 8th chakra is the gateway to concepts, ideas and abilities that enables you to

achieve out of body experiences, spiritual perceptions and spiritual wisdom. The Soul
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Star chakra is the last chakra that holds anything human within it. It expands the self

past the 3D world and into 5D experiences, such as the akashic records.

 

When this chakra opens up you begin to shed the archetypal patterns that have kept

you rooted to the personality. Your awareness of larger communities of energies and

the mystical truth, All Is One is known.

 

Once the opening of the Soul Star is functioning, the facilitation of soul progression

begins and your work as a true creator unfolds. The construct of how you have once

perceived your life has now been transformed to the higher-self perception of the 5

dimensional world.

 

Because this chakra relates to karma the opening of this 8th chakra will come with

emotional pain. Clearing out past trauma and archetypal patterns are a necessary

function along with letting go of the human ideas about yourself and this planet. The

lessons of your karma that has been brought forth from past life times and needs to be

released and integrated into this lifetime. Your personality/ego attachment to this

current incarnation cycle renders critical to your ability to transcend and access the

higher planes of existence.

 

Opening your Soul Star chakra separates your earthly self from your eternal soul self. It

is here you will uncover your spiritual gifts, connect to your higher self, learn your soul’s

purpose, clear karmic residue and experience divine love and spiritual compassion. In

addition you will encounter how to deal with new psychic abilities and awarenesses.

 

As you reach these higher energies in the 8th chakra your cellular, biological, and

emotional systems, even your diet can be affected. This is all part of how the subtle

vibration of this chakra aligns within your system.

 

Namaste, Teresa
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